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Any discussion on the state of the political sciences in Asia, and the

direction they should take, will inevitably have to be conducted against the
background of the major, and sometimes even cataclysmic, events which during
the last 30 years ha-ve iaken place in the Asian region. Among these are the
break-up of Fakistan and the emergence of Bangladesh, China's sudden lurch
from narrow ideological purity to pragmatic modernization, lran's popul:t.f?u,
olution and the thieatening collapse of Cambodia as a nation and as a civili-
zation.

Events of this magnitude have Ieft pol itical scientists and development

theorists deeply aware of the distance that still has to be covered before
deve'lopment economics and pol itical science become adequate in providing the
systematic knowledge, the concepts, and the analytical tools that will enhance

our understanding of the dynamics of social change, and the predictive power

to which the =o"iul sciences have always aspired. With hindsight it is now

clear how much, in its preoccupation with growth and its stages, and with the
provision of capital and skills, development theory has paid insufficient
attention to institutional and structural problems, and to the power of his-
torical and cul tural factors.

Likewise, only belatedly did pol itical development theory real ize the
central ity of the problem of power, in developing countries, its generation,
its use and expendlture, its maintenance and its limits. lt has now also be-

come clear that power ii not always multlpurpose. Some kinds of power for
instance, because of the way it waS generated, its Structure, its style, are
better capable of managing soiidarity making, while others are more suited for
development of some ki;d. A critical assessment of the state of the art in

Asia will therefore have to take into account the impact of the development

efforts undertaken in most of the countries in Asia, or1 the poi itical system,

the increasing dominance of cent ralizing and authoritarian tendencies, leaving
freedom embattled in many places. ln much of the Western Iiterature there
emerged the assumption that authoritarianism was a necessary and inevitable
condition for develoPment, and the concern for freedom was quietly dropped

from the agenda of economic and pol itical development theory al ike'

- ln light of the great changes that have taken place in Asia, but also in
Latin America and Africa, we now have to ask ourseives what these events

should teach us about the interaction between political systems and develop-
ment, and its impact on the dynamics of freedom and oppression' This question
forces uS to broaden the canvas on which economics and the social sciences in
general are trying tq reconstruct social reality. The breakdown of the first
!un.r"tion of po.i-independence pol itical systems in many countries and the
traditional ist backlash against modernization, obviously also require analysis
of much greater depth, "nd 

a much clearer recognition of the power of the
historicil forces which at one point or another have changed, or are changing'

the shape and the workings of our societies and our states' There is obvious-
ly also a need for a *r.h b"tter understanding of the political implications
of the choice of development goals, of the means to achieve them, of the
social and ethical dilemmas that have to be faced in the development process'

It'
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almost each steP of the waY'

concept of develoPment itself
ing the search for more humane

notions about develoPment'

lhe rtrst generat i on Po
'I itical systems

It is no exaggeration to state that even the
has now become Problematical, and we are witness-
and equi table al ternatives to the conventional

such an assessment should take as its point of departure, the demise of

the first generation of political syst.*, "itur the attainment of independence'

in most, though not all, of the developing countries in Asia' This first
generation, patterned after the Westminster or continental European forms of

parl iamentarism,-turned out to be incapable of deal ing effectiveiy wi th a

number of problems. Right from the beginning, extraordinari ly heavy demands

were put on these young systems, stemmlng f rom the ethnic, rel igious ' or 'l an-

guage plural ism whi.f, .f,"racterized most of the new states' They were con-

fronted with a legacy of deep internal cleavages, conflict and even rebellion'
arising, in part irom the arbitrariness of colonial boundaries, but also be-

cause of coloniai preference for one ethnic group above the other' and their
use at times of one against the others. ln several cases confl ict of this

type were agg.uu"l"a 6y external claims and subversion'

ln addition, the colonial economy tended to develop only those resources

which suited the needs of the metropolitan power, thus leaving behind a

structure of economic and sociai 
-ir"qu"l 

itVt These inequal ities aiso left
their imprint on the composition of the indigenous colonial elite' which in

turn was often reflected in the composition of tftt jeadership of the national-

ist movements for indePendence'

It is therefore not surprising that the ear'ly years of-independence saw

the emphasis on nation-bui ldinS, "-pro.u=, 
which had taken Europe centuries

of war, absolute kingship, and internal violence, on welding ethnically and

culturally disparate groups, each often with a strong sense and pride in their

own uniqueness, into i single nation. This was done through the building of

national organizations and instiiutions, within an overarching nationai frame-

work of national sol idarity. This accounted for pressures towards the concen-

tration of power in the executive, and often-towards a single political party'

whether such pressures could be resisted in favor of a pluralistic system'

oiten depended, aPart from ideological predilections, on the mode in which

independence was attained. such pressures tended to be greater in the wake

of a successful revolution. They'tended to be weaker when independence had

come as a result of a political settlement, not preceded by too much political

violence. ln some cases, these central izing tendencies were reinforced by

real or perceived external threats, or by armed domestic conflict resulting

from separatist or centrifugal tendencies, buttrassed by the easy availabii ity

ofarms,andespeciailyofexplosives.Theeasyfabricatigngfexplosives
made it for a brief period seem rejatively easy for determined minorities to

compell governments to consider their demands'

I
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ln addition, it became increasingly clear that the nation would not be

viable, or capabie of maintaining its integrity in the face of external
threats, excePt at higher Ievels of economic output. This meant economic

development, including the transformation of a dual istic lopsided export ori-
ented economy Iimited to a few comodities, totally dependent.on.the metropoli-
tan economy and with a communication system which only served the needs.3f th9
metropol itan power, into a national economy. lt also meant overcoming the

structural imbalances, between central and periphery, among regions, between

city and countryside, between the modern and the traditional agrarian sector'
and between the foreign and the indigenous sector'

0n top of these pressures on the political systems, additional pressures

were generated by the dynamics of the development process itself' These were

the inevitable result of the scarcity of development resources, the priority
needs of the central government, the unevenness of the development process

i tsel f stemmi ng from d i fferent aPt i tudes for devel opment among d i fferent
ethnic groups, thereby upsetting sometimes very deiicate social balances, and

of course the differences in resource endowment in the various regions of the
country.

ln addition, most development models had a built-in imbalance in the

terms of trade between the urban and the rural sector, to the disadvantage of
ih" rurul areas. Development pol icies often reflected a natural urban bias
which tended to strengthen the position of the urban elite. Foreign invest-
ment, trade and aid tended to reinforce this. In many developing countries
this led to a pattern of industrial ization which catered to the'consumer needs

of the eiite instead of those of the majority of the population. Difficulties
in overcoming structural obstacles to the consol idation of fragmented domestic

markets into a single one, further reinforced this tendency. lt led to a

self-reinforcing tipe of economic distortion with serious long term pol itical
impl ications, fJr it made it impossible to integrate traditionally neglected,
marginalized segments of the population into the mainstream of national life'

The viability of the first generation of political systems after inde-
pendence, depended therefore on itr."p".ity for nation building, its capacity
to develop a national consensus on the goals and the means of development' as

well as on the restructuring of the economy. The Iatter depended very much

"" tf'l" pattern of distribution of productive assets, and on the social strat-
ification resulting from it. ln addition, the Ievel of industrial development

inherited from the coloniai period and the quality of the country's resources

endowment, very much determined the avai lable latitude for such structurai
reform and for the basic reallocation of limited resources this required'

The difficulties in adjusting to the requi rements of nation-bui lding and

economic development, were iurthei aggravated by increasing population
pressure on resour..i, a rapidly gto*ing you.th.cohort ref lecting a lowering

of the median age in many Asian'"6untries. Heightened expectations, as we1 I

as a high degrel of poliiisation of the rural and urban masses, in various

countries, led to additional Pressures towards central ization and authori-

It



tar ian i sm and towards the replacement of what was essent ial I

'v'.",byaperformanceSystem:thel'todernizingBureaucrativarious combinations of civi l ian and mi l i tary, rightwing and
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The r i se of the Mo dernizing Bureaucratic State ( M.B.s.)

The tendencies in this direction were further reinforced by the re-

u*".g"nJ"-.i-ii"aitional notions of authority, as the first generation of pol i-
tical Ieaders, with usual ly strong attachments to western democratic ideals'
were replaced either through attrition or through pol itical violence' by a

younger generation shaped by war, military occupation, and in some cases, rev-

oiution, and whose social vision was almost entirely shaped by the collective
memory of the remnants of a patrimonial state in coloniai society' ln fact'
the trend towards authoritarianism and centrai ization embodied in the modern-

izing bureaucratic state may have a great deal to do with the political culture
that constitutes the environment in wfrich this particular type of state has

emerged. There is a striking simi larity between the notions modern official-
dom holds in the modernizing bureaucratic state, and the strongly hierarchical
societal conceptions underlying the patrimonial state of olden times' These

had been shaped by traditional notions of divine kings and authority relations'
specifically the permanent nature of the subordination of the governed to the

gove rn i ng .

One also sense the continued prevalence of traditional concepts of power'

which were, either divineiy or cosmically sanctioned, or considered a reflec-
tion of a rulerrs state of inner perfection. 0ften, traditional languages

served - through the socialization of the children - to perpetuate hierarchi-
cal percePtions of societY

The weak position of the productive middle-class within the patrimonial

state in the MBS may also have something to do with the aversion to trade on

the part of the ruling ciass. The style of governing in the patrimonial state

where the king's utterances were finai, to b; unquestioningly obeyed and

implemented, often, though certainly not in alI cases, seems refIected in the

operating style of the M.B.S., and its emphasis on national discipl ine'

Th e BureaucracY

ln most developing countries in Asia, either because of the weakness of

u proar.llr" -iaale clJrr, o. because of jaeological preference from the right
as well as from the left, the government bureaucracy became a major' and in

,oru .ountries even, the main instrument of development'

It was next to the armed forces the most effective national organization'
encompassing the whole country and inciuding-most if not all, the different

"arr"it, 
1.u.i"l "na 

rel igious groups. lt would be a mistake to overlook this

4
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important integrative function of the bureaucracy. The developmental role
assigned to th; government bureaucracy however, led to a concentration of
porui in the buriaucracy, eroding the strength of the political parties and

the press, which eventuaily often ceased to be effective countervail ing forces
whicir "ouid 

maintain an some degree of social control on the bureaucracy'

As a result bureaucratic internal control mechanisms proved to be too

weak, and waste and corruption became rampant, unchecked by external balances'
It also led to the overbureaucratization of the countryside, making that sec-

tor even more dependent on the urban Sector and bureaucracy aS well'

This process was facilitated by the fact that the government in many

countries was ai ready the .largest tingie employer, enjoying great traditional
prestige, and absorbing a larle part of the descendents of the governing elite
in the traditional patiimoniui or colonial state. With such an uncontrol'led
selfserving bureaucracy, decisions soon tended to be taken on the basis of
bureaucratic convenience rather than on the merits of the case' ln some coun-

tries this reached the point where the bureaucracy itself became a major

obstacle to further development. Especial 1y at the stage where peasant initia-
tives, peasant organizations and private entrepreneurship become crucial ele-
ments in the later stages of development.

The M ilitary and the Modernizing B ureauci'at ic State

ln an important sense, the role the mil itary have assumed in development

should be seen as an extension of bureaucratic power, or rather' aS a reflec-
tion of the need of the bureaucracy to maintain its effectiveness. The rise
to power of the military, if not a natural consequence-of a long and violent
struggle for independence, often came as the result of fears and conflicts
within the civi I ian body pol itic. These reflected deep cleavages within the
pol ity running along ideoiogical communal, or geographical l ines. The inter-
vention of the miliiary was in some cases warmly welcomed because it helped

to maintain precari'ous balances, or to stabilize new balances within the

country. The gravitation of power towards the military in some cases also
had to do with the existence of external threats to the security of the nation'
0nce in power however, that role developed its own dynamics based on the cor-
porate interests of the army, and of its individual members. lt did so by

reserving particular segmenis of economic activities to itself or to its
individual members, thus giving the army a stake in the perpetuation of its
role through continueus eiforts at rrde-politisising" civil ian society' ln

such cases, what was left in the way of political life was often simply civi-
'I ian manifestations of competing factions within the armed forces or more

specifical Iy within their intel I igence services'

It should at the same time also be said that the armed forces were often
relatively the best organized institution in the country, and their entry
into the development field opened up a source of managerial manPower of con-

siderable quality. lt was often also the most modern organization' more

o
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decisive, better trained, especially at the middle and Iower levels, than the

civilian bureaucracy, whose ranks had been bloated through the political
patronage of succesriu. pol itical parties in power. Over time vested interests
of this kind added to the rigidity of the political and economic system'

Not in all modernizing bureaucratic states has this shift of the locus of
power towards the mil itary taken place. ln some cases, the concept of civi-
Iian rule was too strongly rooted, and the military too far removed from the

traditional center of power to make a rapid shift in that direction possible'
ln other cases, the armed forces simply did, for a variety of historical
reasons, not have the nationalistic credentials to claim power with any degree

of legitimacy. Sometimes pol itical fragmentation turned out to be so pervasive

and complex that there was no way in which the army could hope to build a

civi I ian supporting coal ition or to achieve civi 1 ian acquiescence. They had

to accept that, as iong as the level of political violence rentained low' the
pol itical process rather than coerciveness had to be rel ied upon for an ade-

quate degree of national cohes ion and purpose'

ln Columbia, Latin America, a long period of political violence was ended'

when the two major contending parties finally agreed on a formula for both

sharing and altlrnating power over a period of l4 years, while maintaining
regulai elections. At the end of the agreed period, the two political parties
wouid each compete on their own again. During that period the foundation for
pol itical stabil ity and economic growth became well establ ished, and up to
this point civi I ian rule has continued. Mexico has developed a different
system in which, again after long periods of politicai violence' and revolution"
the armed fo...i, iftu tabor movement, the bureaucracy and the intellectuals
were fused into a single party, the PRl, although several smaller parties re-

mained in existence. The overwhelming majority position of this party did

manage to ensure stabiiity for more than 35 years, and effectively prevented

the concentration of power in the armed forces only. A host of other problems

have since emerged, which now threaten the prospect of long term stabil ity,
but these are, for the purPoses this part of our analysis irrelevant' The

central point which emerges from this discussion is the obvious, but not al-
ways perceived, one, that the most crucial problem in the return to civil ian

rule is the need for a firmly and freely conceived consensus among the civilian
poi itical forces.

9

Government EnterPr i ses

The importance in the M.B.S. of the government's own role in development'

is refiected in the rapid growth of the public sector' Government enterprises
in a number of developing countries have become the jargest element in the

modern sector, rutp"ttin! the foreign and domestic private sectors, even in

countries which show no Ir".. of goiernmentai interest in sociai ist ideologies''

They are essentiaily further "*t.lrions 
of the bureaucracy, with special I inks

to top level civilian and military bureaucrats. The rapid growth of these

government enterprises often outstrip the governments capacity to control



them. ln many caSes, Some of the Iarger government enterprises determine

pretty well on their own their re-investment or diversification pol icies'
tuilding their own economic empires within the state. They have become a con-

venient source for extrabudgetary funding for election purposes or the funding

of particular pet projects. ln short, to*u of the most powerful of them have

almost become a state within a state, beyond accountability to either govern-"

ment or parliament. They have become an important political factor by them-

selves. lt has taken some governments considerable effort to bring them under

some degree of control.

The Transnational Cor rat ions and the Modernizin Bureaucrat i c State

The modernizing bureaucratic states of the right have, on the whole' been

quite hospitable to the transnational corporations, and close- l inks are usual ly
establ ished between these corporations and the bureaucratic el ite' Because of
their capacity to bring in capital and to mobil ize additional resources' and

a.lso because of their capacity to provide employment, the transnational corpo-

rations have undoubtedly contributed to the economic growthrate of most coun-

tries. lt was also hoped that these corporations would act as channeis for
the transfer of technoiogy ana knowhow, as well as management skills' These

hopes were only partially met, and thii has led to demands on the part of
Third world countries for more direct, and for more effective ways of trans-
ferring science and technology. Consid.f"Ole resistance against the continued

role of the transnational corporations has also developed because of the dis-
torting impact on the economic growth patterns of the host country' As a

result of their capacity to preient more effective and increasingly large

claims on domestic financial resources, as well as their tendency to turn
joint ventures into wholly owned subsidiaries, and bec3use of superior market-

ing techniques, which create excessive and distorted consumerrs demands among

the elite as well as the poor, enhancing the structure of economic dependency'

waS Seen to be further strengthened. The various notorious cases of corrup-

tion and political interference have naturally added to this kind of resis-
tance.

. ln various developing countries attemPts have been made to bring the

operations of the t."nrn"Iionai corporations more in I ine with development

pol icies and interests of the host government, through government regulations
regarding increasing domestic content of thei r product, indigenisation of
personnel, including the management staff, and even national isation of the

subsidiaries. Their, ineffectiveness have led to Third World demands for a

New lnternational Economic 0rder, and to insistence on an international code

of conduct, more effective ways of untied science and technology transfer'
and even to ideas about Third World representation in the control of trans-

nat iona I corPorat ions.

-7-
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Techno I ogy choice and power distribution

Apart from a more effective and independent access to science and tech-
nology, which would reduce economic and political dependency, the domestic use

and development of science and technology has proven to have important impl i-
cations for the political development of the country. The tendency of both
government bureaucracies and the private sector always to look for the latest
technology in industrial production, sometimes in the genuine bel ief that the
latest is the best, but also because of a degree of over protection of labor,
which made firing a bureaucratically difficult problem, has led to a general
preference for capital intensive, labor saving machinery, thus increasing un-
employment pressures. Also, more efficient modern production techniques,
especially in the textile, food and beverages industry, destroyed many small
enterprises, using Iocal materials and providing local employment. The intro-
duction of mechanization in agriculture has thrown many people out of work,
especial ly women, without providing aiternative work opportunities.

Each piece of technology is part of a social system. lt affects the
social system into which it is introduced through changes in the pattern of
ownership and control, and of the cl ientele served. Each technologica'l choice
therefore affects the pattern of power distribution. A technological jump

from simple technoiogy to capital intensive, high technology, might take a

particular production process outside the control of the original smail pro-
ducer. lt would tend to shift the balande of power between urban and rural
areas even further in favour of the urban center. The importance of inter-
mediate technology lies among other things, in the possibility of the villager
to maintain ownership and control, while preparing himself and his organiza-
tion for the next step on the technological iadder. 0n a macro scale, the
development of nuclear energy would tend to strengthen -central ization, whi le
softer forms of energy would be more conducive to decentral ized patterns of
development. Technology may be used in different ways, with different conse-
quences for the distribution of power. A cold storage plant in a fishing
viilage will have a different economic and especially sociai and pol iticai
impaci, if it is owned by someone in the big tolvn, or by a cooperative of
fishermen. ln electronic communication, radio and TV tend to strengthen cen-
tr:alization, although the same technology, with proper policies regarciing local
programming and control, might be used to increase popuiar participation, iocai
initiative and influence. Video-cassettes on the other hand may help decentra-
I i zat ion.

It also makes a great deal of difference to the patterns of growth and

the distribution of power, whether the major thrust of the scientific effort
is directed towards the rapid development of scientific capacity to enable
the country to hold its own in dealing with the outside world, and in meeting
the increasing demands of the urban el ite, or whether it is mainly directed
to problems which beset the majority of the population, and how these confl ict-
ing directions are concil iated. The social and pol itical impl ications of
science and technology pol icies therefore are legitimate concerns of the pol i-
tical scientists in developing countries. Also because in the final analysis,
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autonomous development is a function of indigenous intel lectual ' scientific
and technological creativitY'

Limits of the M.B-S.

A political science research agend? f?',Asia, dealing with political - 
.

systems and development should cleaily include the points touched upon so far'
It was in the rise of the modernizing bureaucratic state that four major

influences came tog"th"r: the desir! for rapid economic development' unham-

pered by the Ui"fi"iing of shortsighted o. u.ifserving pol iticians; the uni-

linear thinking of technocrats; t[e mission oriented mind of the military'
and traditional notions about authority and state. They al I mutual ly rein-

forced thei r common incl ination ior"ra, central ization of power' A research

agenda should deal with the imp"ct of these influences on the evolution of the

state, d classification of the vaiiou= types of the modernizing bureaucratic

state, the role of the bureaucracy, the military, the managers of state enter-

prises and the n"aui" and dynam.ics of bureaucratic polities, as well as the

impact of their interaction with external economic and technological forces on

economic and pol itical structure. However, although the modernizing bureau-

cratic state has been capable to-provide for relatively long periods of poli-

tical stabil ity and economi. prog'."rr, recent-history has also shown its weak-

nesses and its ultimate instabiiity, it, possible pathoiogical deformations,

the process of increasingly greater'concentration of power, on an increasingly

narrow base, with increalingly less effectiveness, and the possibiiity of its
collapse or overthrow. An idequate research agenda should therefore enable

us to study the modernizing bureaucratic state in a much more dynamic fashion'

with a view to iJentify whlre the I imits of the modernizing bureaucratic state

lie, and which factors will determine whether it will evolve into a more demo-

cratic system that is at the same time capable of overcoming its structural

rigidities, or whether it will ."tpona to its inabilities with increased con-

formism, oppression of dissent, violation of human rights, ultimately leading

to the erosion of the political middle, polarisation and the mutual escalation

of pol itical violence.

ltseemspossibletoarguethatthemodernizingbureaucraticstate
reaches its critical point - located differentiy in each country - when eco-.

nomic development has reachea tfre-ii"g. where initiative' risk taking' organi-

zation and self management of tf,. p""l"ntry becomes essential for maintaining

the momentum of the development process. Second, when it finds itself in-

capable to broaden its from-the-lop-down development aPproach so as to include

a from-the-bottom-up aPproach, and from a growthmodel to an equity model'

therebyactiVelyinvolvingthecountrysideinthedevelopmentprocessand
integrating large marginal ized ,.Sr"nit of the population into the mainstream

of nat iona I I if e.

Third, when it finds itself incapable of risking-the autonomy and aca-

demic freedom which scienti fic and technologi cal development needs in order

to meet constantly new requirements for development on the part of government'

as wel I as of Private enterPrise'
/...
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Fourth, when the failure to
to social and political tensions
to accomodate them. Fifth, when

admini strative power and internal
become so great that attemPts at
structure.

I ong
the

Political Change and Succes s i on

come to grips with structural reform Ieads
beyond the capac i ty of the po i i t i ca I system
the problem of corruption, waste, abuse of
rot within an uncontrol Ied bureaucracy, has

eradication would erocje the existing power

ofa
ofFai lure to overcome these critical points may signify the beginning

processofincreasingpoliticalpathoiogy,whichmay]eadtotheend
regime, while successiul adjustment would democratize the M.B.S.

The ultimate test of legitimacy and viability of a poiitical system

including the M.B.S., is determined by its capacity to handle peacefully poli-
tical change and-the problem of succession. Al I pol itical systems experience

swings in publ ic opinion, which may refIect the desire for course corrections'
the lmergence of new interest groups in the course of the development process'

insisting on better representation, or shif ts in basic politi,cal orientation
and values which often accompany generational change in rapidly changing

societies. With its emphasis on 6u.uuu.r"tic conformism, and its inclination
to bureaucratize society and to try to depolitisize the masses, the modernizing

bureaucratic state has great difficulty 1n handl ing such changes' One notes

the careful manipulatioi and massive mobilization, which tend to turn elections
into an important Iegitimizing ritual of controiled change in which new per:

sonal ities rise mainiy after prior cooptation. Eiections become anxious but

manageable "rites de Passage".

Much more difficult to manage however, is the proftem of succession' By

its very nature, the modernizing bureaucratic state discourages potential
alternative Ieadership from emerging, or from gaining the necessary pol iticai
and organ i zat iona l exper ience, tia i n i ng and exposure. Al so al I unresol ved

problems the nation faces tend to come together in the succession issue' lt
has made it extremely difficult for political leaders to rel inquish power

vo'l untarily, because of the absence of idenlifiable candiciates, but also be-

cause of the reluctance of vested pol itical and economic interests that have

developed around-hi*, to face the risks of new and unknown Ieadership'

some developing countries holvever, have managed to institutional ize the

succession process. -Mexico is one example of this' lt has done so by consti-
tutional ly I i*iiing il-,. pres idency to one term, and by a selection procedure

within the majority Partido Revolutionare lnstitusionale involving al1 the

component groups, as ,.1 I as former pres i dents. The el ect ion campa i gn then

simply Serves to expose the candidate to the general public, whi]e the

actual voting becomes the occasion to legitimize and celebrate the selection'
Ther-e are of course other possible ways. The point here is that in the effort
at taming or democ ratizing the modernizing bureaucratic state, the succession

;;";l;- ion.aiiutes a central problem, the solution of which requires a great
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deal of ingenuity, as well as the development of the mechanism which would

make it possible for potential candidates to emerge with impunity' and for

themtogainexperience,trainingaswe]lasexposure'inordertomake
possible both change and continuitv. This is therefot" on" problem area which

wi 1 I requi re consiierable study and comparative research'

It may also be advisable in this connection to study various concrete I

cases of unsuccessful attempts to bring about structural changes' at shifting

fromagrowthto-"nequitymodelofdevelopment,inshortattamingthe
modernizing bureaucratic state. One is reminded of the fai Iure of Uruquay

and the Argentine in their efforts to shift from growth to equity' The polari-

zation and the ensuing escalation of violence and counter-violence by revolu-

tionarygroupsaswellasextraofficialsecurityorgan:i.lfMaoTseTung,s
attempts to prevent a modernizing bureaucracy from consilidating its power' by

unleashing the cultural revolutiin; Mexican President Echeverria's attempts at

the end of his term, to push through a program of land reform, and its sub-

sequent invalidation by the supremi court; the continued incapacity of Brazil

to break out of its, in many *"yr, ,r"".riful self reinforcing industrial

growth path, in order to be able io deal with the problems of extreme poverty

and backwardness in its north-eastern region, and its present attempts at

democratization as a mean, tor".ai creating il-'. conditions that would enable

hertodoso,withoutupsettingpolitica,=i"!ility;NyarareISattemptSin
Tanzania towards-decentral izatlon and the difficulties he is facing' not so

much in breaking up a bureaucr"ii. governmental structure' but in effectively
decentral izing a single party bureaucracy'

Transitional Pol itics

Anyanalysisoftransitionalpoliticsconcernilgthe.*:?.?:'no,ldalso
take into account the special p.oul",.,,,t involved in the return to a democratic

orbit. There are the perceived threats to vested economic and pol itical
interests, ", ,.1 I as institutional rigidities, but also the foreshortening

of poiitical vision on the part;; oppi=ition ior."t, only bent on bringing

down the regime, and unprepared to face the post-revolutionary period when

the very same problems which led io the rise of the M'B'S' in the first place'

wi I I confront them too.

Peru at one Po int, Allende's Chili, and other countries as well at some

ints in their historY, have shown for examP le how the extreme I eft's i ns i s-

tence on ideological PuritY and cons i stencY, comb i ned with a lack of clear

assessment of the Power rea I ities of their international Po litical environment,

evoked sharP and destructive domestic and external resPonses Several of

rhese cases also show that the Po tential virulence of unbrid I ed bureaucrat i sm

tle to do with whether the reg ime in question has a I eft i st or ri ght i st

or i entat i on . There is therefore 1 itt le automaticitY in the many changes

quired to sta bil ize a return to a democ ratic orbit and the difficulties
countered seem to ca I I for cl earer i ns i ghts into, and sYstematic understanding

of the dynamics of re-democ
patterns is to be avoided'

ratization, if a quick reiaPse into authoritarian
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The State of Revo I ut i ona rY Theory

At the same time, events in lran and

revoiutions can be successful despite the
the inadequacies of revolutionary theory
tist to Ponder in humilitY.

Towards a

The high incidence of political radica'l isation at the periphery of the

M.B.S., of polarization of the body politic, and the drift towards political
violence, forces the Asian pol itical scientist also to look much more closely
into the present inadequate state of revol utionary theory' Revol ut ionary

theory has in the last l0 years undergone many changes. lt has moved a long

way from Lenin's general propositions, to Lin Piaors notions about the country-

side closing in on the cities, to the failure of Che Guevara's rural guerilla
warfare, to the resort taken to urban guerilla warfare, not as a means to bring

down the government, but as a means towards the radical ization of the middle-

class. This, it was hoped would open the door for successful general guerilla
warfare. There is probably no sadder commentary on the present state of rev-

olutionary theory than the resort by its practitioners to urban terrorism and

the exports of arms.

several factors may account for this. One is the overwheiming power of

the State through the possession of, and access to unl imited means of violence'
of greater destiuctiveness than ever before, and use of modern communications'

Another is that history has now shown that in developing countries violence

may lead not ontf to the downfalI of governments, but to societal col Iapse as

welI, drowning in the process the original revolutionary purposes' History
has shown how close to the surface in many societies in Asia violence 1 ies'
and how easiiy it is triggered. Asia's peasant socielies have a long tradition
of both endemic and rp"r*oaic rural and communal violence' History has also

shown the ease with which violence, once triggered and for whatever reason''

tends to spread Iike wild fire fueiled by primordial loyalties, traditional'
communal, racial and religious tensions which in much of Asia linger below the

surface of vil lage harmony and social graces, unconnecled with the original
purpose for wh i ch v ioi ence was tr i ggered '

N i ca ragua have shown that PoPu I a r
armed power of the government and

- something for the pol itical scien-

democrat i c theor of structural tra nsformat ion

lf we now look back for a moment at the theories of political deveiopment

of the 50,s and 60,s, the underlying assumption then was that economic growth

would lead to tf",u auu"lopment of 
'a 

mlddle-class, and that this in turn would

democratize developing societies. The task of poi itical theory was to bring

out the structur., "ni institutional arrangements which could facil itate this
process. The course history has taken in most of our countries in Asia has

turned out to be a different and much more complicated one. The problem

which we face therefore, is not oniV ao try to draw up a research agenda that

would help give clear directions for the further development of political
science which would increase its relevance to our own Situation' but to go
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beyond it. lt would seem that what we are Iooking for is the identification
and understanding of the minimum pol itical requirements for deal ing more

effectively and ior" humanely with the problems of massive poverty, injustice
and unemployment, for r"y, *hich would enable us to bring about the structural
changes necessa.y to provide employment and to meet other human needs, but

above al l, for ways *i',i.h would break the shackles of restrictive pol itical
and social structures, and thus release the full creative potential of all the

people who are now at the bottom of our societies'

of humankinds basic values. There
of structural transformation. I t
that there is a I imit to each Pol i
ciI iate confI icts, and that it is

I n some waYS ' these Processes
part self generated. Pol itical th
understand these processes, and to

have already started, in part by design, in
eory is now called upon to help us better to
illuminate the choices before us in terms
is a need therefore for a democratic theory

will necessarily be based on the premise
tical systems' capacity to manage and con-
important to ident i fy those I imi ts, even
able. They are a function of a number of
y of information, the existence of communica-

and fear, as well as of historical, geo-

and man i pul at ion, a I I d i fferent for each

though these I imits are not invari
factors, including the availabil it
t ions, the threshol d of tol erance,
political, and externai influence
soc i ety.

Such a theory should also help us understand the dynamics of structural
change. tt should have operational significance in the sense that it will
p.orid. us with conceptuai handles on the problems of structural change, in

such a way that the society remains viable dnd effective at the lowest level
of coercion. lt is also based on the premise that human freedom is determined

by the manner in which the conflicting requirements of change, stability and

justice are baianced, and that moderaie pol itics in processes of structural
-.h"ng" is only possible when a pol itical systemrs capacity to bring about

n.."ir"ry adjustments vol untar i I y, can be enhanced '

What are the structural changes we are talking about? ln the first place

the redressing of the imbalance between the urban and the rural sector'

- Secondly, the elimination of absolute poverty wi lI require a massive

real location of resources. ln those areas in which resource endowment and

economic growthrates are incapable of reducing unacceptable inequal ities
through the redistribution of income out of economic growth, redistribution
of productive assets may be necessary'

towa rds meet i ng the
from external economicln addition, the redirection of industrial growth

needs of the majority, and towards reducing dependency

and pol i t ical forces.

It is obvious that structural changes of this magnitude require a funda-

mental redistribution of economic, pol iiical and social power' lt is quite

likely that such structural changes can only be brought about by an elite
capabie of consa"nify changing iis composition, accepting into its fold

/...



representatives from those segments of the population whose interests, for
better or for worse, are bound to be affected by the decisions taken, in order

to enable them to p"rticipate in the decision making process at-alI levels'
nationally and locally. This may require an open system that allows upward

mobiiity and a broad."ng. of entry points into the elite. lt requires poli-
tical institutions for the pol itical conci I iation and management of the contra-
dictory demands of development from above and from below. lt also presupposes

freedom of organization, especial ly among the social ly, economical ly and

politically weak, and the kind of ".onoric 
growth pattern which includes their

participation, and al lows them to share equitably in its fruits' lt requires
enabling Iegislation, but above all, the rule of law. In addition, inasmuch

as active and voluntary popular participation, and the dynamization of the

countryside, are 1 ikely to bring to the surface traditional patterns of group

loyalty and confiict, it requires the development of a greater capacity for
confI ict resolution, not only at the governmental level but especially outside'
in the non-governmenta'l sphere. V/e should pay a great deal more attention to
the dynamici of radicalism and to the radical mind. Also to how braindrain
affects economic and pol itical development capabi I ity, and how the social
sciences can learn better to understand the social and pol itical implications
of transcendental perceptions of society inherent in rel igion' Studies of
this kind are bound to reopen many options regarding pol itical organization
which we thought to have been ciosed, overtaken by history'

The I nternat iona I Env i ronment

The search for a democratic theory of structural transformation will
have to take place in a period of great change and confi ict' The slowing down

of economic growth all over the roila, the rising oi lprices, the closing up

of industrial nations of the North in fear for the further industrial ization
of the south, the reduction in aid leveis to be expected, and their 1 ikely
I inkage to access to resources, and continuing population increase' massive

population movements within and across nationat boundaries in the search for
security, work or food, but also pushed by war, or by drives towards ideologi-
cal or racial homogeniiation in some countries, are bound to put the pol itical
systems of developing countries under great strain. 0n the other hand' twenty

years ago it wouid have been preport"rJu, to lhink that it would be possible

for Asian countries to escape the painful choice between capitalism and a

communism, except by adopting a non-a1 igned stance in world affairs' The

fragmentat ion of the i nternai iona I system and the red i str i but ion of power

across the globe - processes which may well continue for another decade - now

makes it possible for us to be more positive, and to wonder whether out of

our struggle against poverty, oppression and.injustice, there might not grow

alternative tr"lu.aories of modernization and industrial ization which in the

end, may lead to new types of modern, non-western civilizations taking their
rightful p1ace, on an equal footing with western industrialized society' in a

plural istic world. The tragedies ihat have befal len a number of our countries'
and which still may occur in others, show how narrow the path is between

destruction and survival, and how aitficult the road towards cultural and

societal selfrenewal in freedom.

/...
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It would be an expression of intellectual hubris to overestimate the

difference politi;;l science and political theory could make in historical
processesofthismagnitude.Buteveniftheycouldprovidesomelight,how-
everweakanduncertain,alongthisdifficuitpath,itwouldbeworththe
effort.

lJhere do we now stand? ln terms of theory we are in the middle of the

search for alternative develop*.nt strategies. The search has al ready thrown

up a number of promising n.r, .on.upts.witI important operational impl ications'

l ike development from below, and participatory development. Sti l l, at best

they only constitute elements of an alternative development strategy' They

are not in themselves such alternative. 0ur concern and involvement with the

poor has taught us other things as well, among others: the management of

socia.l development and rural inriitution building have changed our concepts of

planning and implementation. W;-no, "re beginniig to understand that no plan

and no policy ls correct which does not take into account the social environ-

ment on which it is meant to impact, or which neglects to-consider the parti-

cular qual iti.es, strength and.weaknesses, as weli as the internal dynamics of

the agents of its implementation. Pl"nning therefore can only be effective

if done as a result of democratic interaction. between planners' target groups'

and implementors. lnvolvement with the poor has also taught us the role of

social learning as an essential element in the development process which

involves not ontv roc"r communities, but also. government bureaucracies, new

institutions "s *.1 I as traditional ones. Enhincing the learning capacity of

nations, of instiiutions and of"lor*unities, and the role of-communication in

it, may well be one of the most critical factors in the development process'

Butmostimportantly,wearenowbeginningtorealizethattheverycon-
cept of development itseii r"y blind our vision and understanding of *!::-::,_
are really conCerned with. Our concern with the capacity of nations' communl-

ties and individuals to learn, to adjust and to renew themselves may not lead

to an alternative development t;;.;y, nor-to alternative theories of pol itical

development. VJe-will have to i;;;"'io tr'ink in terms of economic-pol itical

theories of societal growth instead'
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